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Handwritten text detection from a natural image has a large set of difficulties. A systematic approach that can automatically recognise text from handwriting, printed books, road signs and also classifies text and nontext blocks from natural image has many significant applications. For instance, visual assistance for visually impaired people, image understanding, classification of text in image, implementing autonomous navigation system. Recent development of deep learning approach has strong capabilities to extract high level feature from a kernel(patch) of an Image. In this thesis we will demonstrate an alternate approach that integrates a multilayer convolutional neural network (CNN) with supervised feature learning. This approach allows a higher recall rate for the text in an image and thus increases the overall performances of the system. And we have used these methodologies to create a learning model using synthetic and real-world data that is capable to process bangla and english handwritten and scene text in natural image.
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In current stage of our world, information is considered to be one of the most significant driving force for our social change. And language is the vessel through which information flows. But it seems that there is a clear division between digital and printed or handwritten text that surrounds us. To bridge that gap, computer vision researchers have gone to great lengths such as creating mathematical formulas and using the techniques of hand-engineered features, whereas the deep and detailed knowledge of the feature is incorporated into models to process the image. So that they can detect and recognize characters, numbers and even symbols. But formulation and experimentation of each and every filters and feature for each and every characters, and take account for other various factors, is hard and tedious task.

1.1 Motivation

Extracting text using end-to-end image recognition systems have received a lot of attention as it allows the system to be robust and the use of such models in variable real world Scenarios. The field of computer vision has seen great strides towards expert systems that can be trained using large image dataset due to the rise of high performance computing (HPC) systems. High performing parallel processing GPUs has enabled the computer vision researchers to turn the problem of image recognition into a problem of numerical optimizations problem. So now there exists a wide range of algorithms and architecture to tackle such problems. One such architecture to create models and solve those problems are neural networks. It has been designed on the basis such that it imitates some function of the neural pathways of human brain. And to maximize the performance of such architecture, numerous methodologies have been proposed and one such implementation of a system of detector and recognizer that uses machine learning techniques is convolutional neural network or CNN. In CNN, the state of the art detection
performance is 80 percent on F-measure with ICDAR 2011[5]. And for end-to-end recognition, the result is 57 percent accurate on SVT dataset[6]. But even then, the accuracy of such algorithms like used in common OCR system is not up-to the level of human level accuracy. They are clearly focused on document text detection. Those systems are also plagued by different lighting conditions of the images and various background noise makes the text recognition systems to under perform [2].

1.2 Goals

We aim to construct a system that will be put into use in various useful applications. To name some, text and non-text segregation, image understanding, an alternative approach to OCR technology, and more. Even though works have been done previously, on character recognition via neural networks, trying to employ it with Bengali handwritten text will put on a big milestone. Doing it with efficiency and high accuracy is where our main focus will be lying on, in order to achieve the goal we set for this project.

1.3 Objectives

In this paper we will be experimenting on different types of convolutional neural network architecture which will be appropriately evaluated on the context of different english alphabet datasets like ICDAR 2011 and bangla alphabet dataset like ISI Bangla Scene Character Database[7] for scene text recognition. And for Handwritten dataset, we will also be analysing the accuracy performance using english alphabet datasets like UJI pen character dataset[8] and bangla alphabet datasets like BanglaLekha-isolated [9]. By analysing these different datasets we will establish a base ground truth for a superior CNN architecture that can be used in both handwritten and scene text detection in Bangla and English text recognition. And ultimately with the chosen CNN architecture we will implement an end-to-end multilingual character recognizer that will be able to localize and recognize text from any background image. With the experimentation results we determine which architecture is performing better for our current problem.
End-to-end text recognition in natural images has two key components (i) text spotting and (ii) text recognizing [23]. The main objective is to locate the specific text oriented regions. of text then recognize the actual words. Many research and work have been done for solving the character recognition problem [20], [23]. Much approach and methods are implemented and showed higher performance. However in a complex image locating and recognizing character still remains a problem. Real time text localization in an image has large computational cost [22], sliding window [6], [2], [7] and connected component approach.

2.1 Sliding Window Approach

Sliding-window method work such a way where a multiscale sub-window is sliding through a whole image for detecting possible locations of text [8], [4], [2], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. This method limits the search to a subset of image rectangles thus this reduces the number of subset checking for text. A pre-trained classifier is used for identifying presence of text within sub-window. The approach of Wang, et al. [7] locate each character as visual words using sliding-window method where a Random Ferns classifier [2] is used with a histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) feature. Pan et al. [9] also used sliding-window method for generating text confident map WaldBoost [19] and HOG feature. Maintaining computational flexibility and designing a discriminative feature to train a powerful classifier are the main challenges of this group of method [3].

2.2 connected component approach

As connected component approach can separate text and non-text components with a complexity of $O(N)$ [22], [3], [5], [1], [6], [12], [15], [14], [16], [18], [5], [10], [8], [21], [1], [17]. Thus this method has
higher performance rate in text detection and localization[3]. A fast low level detector is used for separating text and nontext components at pixel level were retained pixels are grouped together to form possible text information[1]. Stroke Width Transformation and ERs/MERs [11][13] approaches are used in connected components method. In [1] implemented a CE-MSERs detector which is capable of identifying complex and ambiguous image components. This approach extends conventionally used MSERs in such a way that enlarges the local contrast between text patterns and background[1]. This CE-MSERs detector integrated with a text-CNN filter to implement a text detection system. This system attains ICDAR 2011 and ICDAR 2013 benchmarks on state-of-art result. In [4][32][23] proposed a system which allows extensive pre-processing stages using multi-stage pipeline with incorporation of connected component analysis via a conditional random field (CRF). Huang et. al. [15] extends original SWT and proposed a Stroke Feature Transformation (SFT). For tracking pixel this proposed system integrates important color cues of text patterns.

2.3 Machine Learning Methods

A wide range of approaches are used for text segmentation and recognition. In an end-to-end system text detection system identify the text region which is the input of character or word recognizer[23]. Then the recognizer recognizes each character in the word or the whole word. Deep convolutional neural network models has higher performance rate for recognizing and computing high level deep features [38][39][40][41]. LeNet a traditional CNN model, powerful for digit and hand-written character recognition[42][43]. Advancement of deep CNN models help to solve challenging scene text recognition [1],[4],[6][2],[3]. A Fully-Convolutional Regression Network implemented by Gupta et al. that integrates the both text detection and bounding-box regression feature[44]. Deep neural models are significantly improve the performance than previous manually featured design.
Main objective of our work is to build a bangla character recognizer which can automatically locate and recognize character from any simple or complex image components. For building this system we are going to analyze three architecture using supervised learning. These three approaches are fully connected Stochastic gradient descent and fully connected one layer hidden deep neural network using rectified linear unit (RELU) activation function and Multilayer Convolutional Inception Module. The performance analysis of these three architectures are calculated and the one with higher accuracy is applied for building the system. In the following sections we present the details of each approach that we followed and the result of our experiments. After discussing about the experimental result a performance analysis is presented for the each architecture.

### 3.1 Fully Connected Stochastic Gradient Descent

#### 3.1.1 Logistic Regression

Classifying a large and complex set of data makes the task of mathematical models a daunting one. Character recognitions main complexity arises from the task of classifying several classes of characters. For the problem of classifying image into few classes make the computation even more challenging. So using functions such as linear regression is not an option, as it will not be properly extract the feature of several classes of characters. So in order to properly model the dataset into a mathematical formula, there have been usage of multinomial logistic regression. It is specially used in case of the models whose complexity is polynomial in nature.
CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY

This formula or commonly known as logits, is used to predict the label or score (Y) of a character whose image is given into the system as an input of X. Input images or features are provided as a matrix form. We have to find the weights and biases while we are training, which is to be found by training. This weights and biases are the coefficient which is to be used to calculate the score when the training of the model is complete.\[1\]

3.1.2 Cross Entropy

To train a model, our architecture will tune the parameters like the weights and biases on the logits function. In order for our system to determine how much of the weights and biases value to be changed in order to improve the accuracy of the prediction, we will calculate the loss function. To calculate the loss function we will use the cross entropy formula. Cross entropy is a method of comparing the scores predicted from each training or testing step and comparing it with the ground truth label from the dataset. It is considered to be the distance between the predicted scores and Labels.

\[
L(s, l) = -L_i \log(S_i)
\]

Or Simply Loss(score,label)=-Labels.Log(Scores)

3.1.3 Stochastic Gradient descent

In order to train the parameters of the logits, an optimizer is used to reduce the loss function of the model in a particular training instance using a technique called gradient descent optimization. First, the gradient of the score is calculated using the loss function and objective function.

\[
\Theta = \Theta - \eta \cdot \nabla (L(s, l), \Theta)
\]

J() is the objective function which considered to be the goal of the gradient descent algorithm. The gradient descent algorithm will try to reduce the loss function by comparing it with the objective function. In order to reduce the loss function, it will change the weights and biases of the logits on each training step. But the gradient descent algorithm is only suitable to reduce the loss function only when the training dataset is small. This is because the training time for systems using gradient descent increases rapidly when the data set size increases. So in order to use large datasets we have followed a modified version of gradient Descent called stochastic gradient descent algorithm. The main difference is that the dataset is randomly shuffled and a minibatch of data is picked that is to be used to train the model.
3.2 Deep Neural Network

The above described architecture is considered to be a single layer neural network model. But to increase their accuracy, a deep neural network model is used. In deep neural network, output score of a single logits layer is used as an input to another layer using the different activation function. In our model we used 1 layer hidden deep neural using rectified linear unit activation function. The hidden layers breaking down the image components so that it can decode the whole image. One layer hidden neural network contains a single Relu or hidden layer

3.2.1 Relu or Hidden Layer

Rectified linear unit ReLU is a activation function which receives the output of logits or neuron and filters it to speed up the training process as connecting two layer slows down the training process. It converts the linear output of one layer into a non-linear function.
3.3 Recognition Using CNN And Inception Module

In this section our proposed multilayer inception based convolutional model explains in detail. Following subsection gives a brief idea of dataset, image preprocessing, system architecture and classifier.

3.3.1 Dataset

The text recognition subsystem is trained on character-level by using BanglaLekha-isolated [6] dataset. BanglaLekha-isolated has total 1, 66,105 handwritten character images. It consists sample of 84 different Bangla handwritten numerals, basic characters and compound characters [6] which collected from different geographical location of Bangladesh and different age group. In fig. 3.2 collected from [6], a sample of Bangla handwritten character of a particular age is shown. Where first 11 characters are vowel followed by 39 consonant characters then 10 characters are Bangla numerals and rest 24 are Bangla compound character. The dataset provides multiple labels per character/character group. It contains a wide variation of frequently used in Bangla compound sentences which are very complex shaped. In fig. 3.2 last two character are compound character.
3.3. RECOGNITION USING CNN AND INCEPTION MODULE

3.3.2 Image Preprocessing

As these data from dataset has different image size so it was a bit challenging to train them as we used fixed image size which is 28*28 pixel for each image. Therefore image pre-processing is needed for handling this big size of data. For resizing the images we used python imaging library PIL. Anti-Aliasing filter is used so that quality of the image doesn’t degrade while resizing. After setup the train environment we convert images into numpy and save these images in separate class file. Then images of each class are shuffled to have random validation and training set. Also merge them into a single dataset. Duplicate data between training and test can skew the result. So, we need to remove all the overlap between training and test data. We measured the duplicates data and find 1081 samples overlap between valid and train data, 1278 samples overlap between test and train data, 185 samples overlap between test and valid data. Then we create a sanitized test and valid datasets. This data cleaning process gives better accuracy.
3.3.3 Model Architecture

Our system architecture consists of several layers of Convolutional Neural Network. As shown in fig.3.4, the pre-processed data with a size of 28x28 image is taken as an input into the 1st convolutional neural network layer with patch or kernel size of 3x3 and 'same' padding property. After Max Pooling, the output is again fed into a 2nd convolution layer with patch size of 5x5 and 'same' padding. Its output again fed into Max Pooling layer of same configuration as before. The max pooling from the previous layer is used as the input of the Inception module, where CNN is not only stacked sequentially but also parallel. Then output of the inception module is fed into a fully connected network where every single node is connected with each other. This layer flattens the high level feature outputs from the inception module and converts it into a nonlinear combination of these features. After that, another fully connected layer is added to flatten the data again.
3.4. CHARACTER LOCALIZATION

3.4.1 Classification Using CNN and Inception Module

Classifying Bangla handwritten character has high-dimensional complexity which requires a multilayer, hierarchical neural network [10]. For visual recognition three principle factors are very important for instance, local receptive fields, weight sharing, and subsampling layer which makes a difference in CNN from other simple feed forward neural network[3]. In our proposed CNN based approach we used two convolution layer followed by one inception module. Unlike other traditional MLP based method, here CNN itself capture local features from the input image by forcing each filter of CNN layer depends on spatially local patch of the previous layer. Therefore a feature map is generated in next layer. In CNN a great advantage of weight sharing is it significantly reduces the number of free parameter [3] by sharing the same set of edge weights across all features in the hidden layers. Subsampling or pooling layer is another powerful building block of CNN. The main objective of pooling layer is to reduce the dimensionality of the response map created by convolution layer [3]. And also allows translation invariance for instance, rotation, scale and other distortions into the model. In our approach we used an inception module on top of convolutional layers. This module works as filter inputs of multiple convolution which works on same input. For instance, a 1x1, 3x3, and 5x5 convolution layer works on same input and also employ pooling layer at the same time. This module improves the performance of overall model by extracting multi-level feature.

In fig. 3.5 shows structure of convolutional neural network used for Bangla character recognition. Two convolutional layer with 3x3 and 5x5 receptive fields along with two max pooling and ReLu layer. For instance, a 28x28 pixels image is input to the CNN. Applying 1st CNN layer on input produced first level feature maps. These feature maps are produced such a way that it can extract a variation of local features where distinct patches with different weights and biases from other patches are used.

After that a max-pooling layer down-sample the input (output matrix from previous layer) representation and also reduce the dimensionality. Input 28x28 pixel image down-sampled to 14x14 feature maps after max-pool operation. The 2nd layer CNN and max-pooling operations are same as 1st layer convolution. Output of 2nd layer CNN is input of inception module. In this inception module 1x1, 3x3, 5x5 convolution along with 3x3 max-pooling is used. Here, 1x1 convolution reduces the dimensionality of the input to large convolutions. Therefore it makes the computations reasonable. Filters from all layers in inception module concatenated and converge the output with two fully connected layer. And a dropout activation function is employed to maximize the performance.

3.4 Character Localization

In order to process words we have taken the approach of breaking it down into character components and then providing that each character into our trained character recognition model
to give the prediction. To break down the word we have used MSER algorithm which detects edges in an image and suggests it to our recognition model. The basic idea of Maximally Stable Extremal Regions is to detect blobs (distinguished region) where nearby pixels are grouped together in terms of similar intensity and color. And after that they try to maximize the stable region. The algorithm recognize contiguous sets of pixels where intensity of outer boundary pixels are higher than inner boundary pixel intensity. So these regions are considered as maximally stable region if they don’t change much over a varying amount of intensities. For character localization we choose mser for our system because runtime complexity is so light and its

\[ O(n \times \log(\log(n))) \]

where n denotes total number of pixels on a image. As we processed all our images in real-time so mser is advantageous for system as it facilitates robust to blur and scale.
In this chapter we evaluate accuracy of each of the approaches individually. Then our system is tested in all of these approaches with ISI Bangla Scene Character Database[7], UJI pen character dataset[8], BanglaLekha-isolated[9]. We then analyze the result accuracy of each of the approaches to select the best fit approach for our system.

4.1 Classifier Using Logistic Regression

Firstly we train a model with logistic regression. Here 20,000 samples are used for train this model. After calculated the logistic we fit the model by logistic fit function and tuning different parameter to get better accuracy. We got 13 percent accuracy score, 13 percent precision score and 13 percent recall score for 500 sample. Only for one sample we got 90 percent fit score.

4.2 Fully Connected Network Using Stochastic Gradient Descent

To design a fully connected deep neural network model firstly we train a multinomial logistic regression using gradient descent. Here we use TensorFlow computational engine for softmax calculation. As gradient descent training takes longer time so we need to subset the train data for faster training. For computation TensorFlow is used where we need to give all input variables and the formula of our desired computation. Then these created as nodes over a computation graph. To train this model 10,000 train subset are used and weight matrix are initialised using random values with normal distribution. Also the biases are initialised to zero. After computing softmax and cross-entropy we take the average of cross-entropy to use gradient descent for
CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Table 4.1: Training and testing accuracy for different Architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Linear Regression</th>
<th>Fully Connected SGD</th>
<th>1 Hidden layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Accuracy</td>
<td>13.00%</td>
<td>82.20%</td>
<td>89.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Accuracy</td>
<td>13.26%</td>
<td>89.10%</td>
<td>92.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Time (seconds)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>14400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of Steps</td>
<td>500(samples)</td>
<td>300001</td>
<td>300001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

minimizing loss. Here we got 78.7 percent training accuracy, 83.0 percent test accuracy. Then we used stochastic gradient descent in similar graph because it is more faster. In SGD we didn’t use a constant node to store the train data instead we created a placeholder node which is fed actual data. We used 128 minibatch and run 30,001 steps. We obtained 82.2 percent training accuracy and 89.10 percent test accuracy for this model.

4.3 One Layer Hidden Deep Neural Network Using ReLU Activation Function

Now we turn the model into a 1-hidden layer deep neural network using rectified linear units where we used 1024 hidden nodes. And its improve the test and validation accuracy. We got 89.10 percent training accuracy and 92.50 percent test accuracy which is a great improvement. The learning rate of this model was set at 0.5.

4.4 Performance comparison between three Layers

The table 4.1 shows the performance comparison between different neural network architectures. The training and testing accuracy of linear regression is 13.00 percent and 13.26 percent which is very low. The system was trained using 500 samples of image data from different classes and it took 300 second to So in order to increase the accuracy of the system we have to change the architecture from ground up. So we implemented a fully connected multinomial logistic regression with stochastic gradient descent architecture. With this implementation, the training and test accuracy increased drastically to 82.20 percent and 89.10 percent respectively. It took 900 seconds to train it with 30,001 steps or epoch.

The figure 4.1 illustrates the training accuracy of Multinomial Logistic Regression with Stochastic gradient descent (Red line) and 1 Hidden layer ReLU (Blue Line) architecture. The graph shows that the accuracy increases dramatically for Hidden layer with ReLU. From here we can infer that 20 thousand steps training is sufficient for the network to reach convergence.

The figure 4.2(a) shows the frequency of the accuracy for 1 Hidden layer ReLU (Blue Line) architecture, visualizing that the accuracy frequency is the highest for the accuracy of in range
4.4. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN THREE LAYERS

Figure 4.1. Training Accuracy vs Number of Training Steps

of 88.65 and 92.91. And figure 4.1(b) shows the frequency of the accuracy for Multinominal Logistic Regression with Stochastic gradient descent architecture, visualizing that the accuracy frequency is the highest for the accuracy of 89.36. After accuracy comparison we can conclude that Multinominal Logistic regression with SGD performs a more consistent accuracy for training the models.

Figure 4.2. Frequency of Training Accuracy of (a) 1-Hidden layer ReLU (b) Multinominal Logistic Regression
CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Table 4.2: Variable hidden layer experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hidden Layer</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Mini-Batch Accuracy</th>
<th>Validation Accuracy</th>
<th>Test Accuracy</th>
<th>Minibatch Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
<td>89.80%</td>
<td>87.60%</td>
<td>0.587701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>90.00%</td>
<td>92.70%</td>
<td>88.60%</td>
<td>0.583768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>94.00%</td>
<td>92.60%</td>
<td>88.80%</td>
<td>0.503671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
<td>94.20%</td>
<td>89.30%</td>
<td>0.397282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
<td>94.70%</td>
<td>88.70%</td>
<td>0.348352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>94.00%</td>
<td>94.20%</td>
<td>88.20%</td>
<td>0.568419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
<td>93.80%</td>
<td>89.10%</td>
<td>0.345489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Our proposed architecture with hyper parameter tuning

We performed a through comparison on different hyper parameters that can be tuned, to measure the performance of our proposed architecture for Bangla handwritten character recognizer. We started with 128 hidden layers and 0.005 learning rate and got a decent mini-batch, validation and test accuracy of 88.0 percent, 89.80 percent and 87.60 percent respectively as shown in Table 2. One of the two main hyper parameters that needs most attention are numbers of hidden layers in the subsampling layer or ReLu layer that is found immediately after the convolution layer. Therefore, we intuitively changed the number of hidden layers and trained for the optimum test accuracy. It seems that increasing the hidden layers up to 720 increases the test accuracy result.

Therefore with 900 hidden layer hyper parameter, we tested different variations of the learning rate hyperparameter, obtaining the results in Table 3. We started with a high learning rate of 0.055 and it provides a very low testing accuracy compared with the previous value of 0.005 learning rate. Therefore, we significantly decreased the learning rate and found a better testing accuracy with learning rate of 0.006 and best of the class validation accuracy. But increasing the learning rate more than 0.005 yields no more better results. The Fig 4.3 illustrates the result of increase in validation accuracy with number of steps. The validation accuracy increases sharply around 5000 Steps. And then it increases steadily afterwards. The final validation accuracy is around 89.10 percent with 900 hidden layers and 0.005 learning rate. Therefore it is apparent that the whole network has converged with 900 hidden layers and 0.005 learning rate for BanglaLekha dataset with 84 class Bangla character.

Table 4.4 shows comparison of test accuracy among proposed method, CNN based BHCH-CNN [10] and unsupervised deep belief network. The most significant part of BHCR-CNN and proposed method is that no feature selection techniques are used here. In [10] 50 classes (only Bangla basic characters) are only used in classification and the classification gives 85.96 percent

Table 4.3: Variable Learning Rate Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Rate</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Mini-batch Accuracy</th>
<th>Validation Accuracy</th>
<th>Test Accuracy</th>
<th>Minibatch Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>84.00%</td>
<td>93.60%</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
<td>0.480084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>92.00%</td>
<td>94.70%</td>
<td>88.80%</td>
<td>0.305358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>98.00%</td>
<td>93.80%</td>
<td>89.10%</td>
<td>0.345489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>92.00%</td>
<td>94.60%</td>
<td>88.05</td>
<td>0.367663</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
recognition accuracy. In [11] an unsupervised deep belief network is used where 60 classes (10 Bangla numerals and 50 basic character) are used and have 90.27 percent recognition accuracy. No compound character are used for training the classification. In our proposed method 84 classes are used which consists of Bangla basic character, numerals and compound characters. Compound characters are complex in shape so it’s a much challenging for a classifier to recognize compound character. Our proposed method successfully classify commonly used compound Bangla characters. Therefore our proposed classifier, with simple convolutional and inception network shows overall improved performance recognizing more classes. This shows the power of convolutional in generalizing a large number of handwritten classes and further improvement of recognition is possible with deep convolutional networks.

Table 4.4: Performance comparison with another CNN based approach and unsupervised approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other works</th>
<th>Number of class</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Compound character</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BHCR-CNN [10]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>85.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBNs[11]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Unsupervised Deep belief Network</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>90.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Proposed method</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>CNN with inception</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>89.10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this chapter we are going to show some practical output from our proposed system. These output are obtained by feeding our system some of the real world input that it would be faced if we deploy it to as an application. The system mainly consists of two part, first we will demonstrate the Bangla character recognition and then we will show the result generated by our Bangla character localization engine.

5.1 Character Recognition

We have developed a web graphical user interface where the user can draw a bangla character on the a canvas and captures that character as a image and send it to a backend flask application where it predicts the character which has been drawn on the canvas. The canvas implementation was done using HTML,CSS and JavaScript. The flask app loads the trained bangla recognition CNN model from saved files and use it to predict the character output. The trained model’s graph architecture was reloaded from model.ckpt.meta file and the value for the models weights vaules are retrived from model.cktp.data file. This models files were generated while we were training the model using the training dataset. So in here the flask app is acting as a server which responds to the user input from the HTML view and returns the data using JQuery. When the user drawing is finished, he can submit the drawn image using the predict button and that’s then the flask app calls the predict function in python definition and passes the image to the graph as an input to give an inference of that input. When the graph gives out the inference as a single class of bangla character, the flask app then send the output result to the HTML using JQuery.
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FIGURE 5.1. Prediction of bangla Character

FIGURE 5.2. Prediction of bangla Character
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Figure 5.3. Prediction of bangla Character

Figure 5.4. Prediction of bangla Character
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The above demonstration of the predicted character showcases the ability of the model to predict different handwritings for a lot of variations with it. The system was implemented to predict the character even if the drawn image is barely recognizable by the human. This feat is possible mainly of the learning patterns of the convolutional neural network as it can generalize the different classes and patterns from the training dataset.

5.2 Character Localization

Here we are demonstrating the localization of Bangla handwritten and scene text. The MSER algorithm we used detected the edges of each Bangla character and marked the area that will most likely contain the characters. Then the MSER systems send the marked region to our character recognition system to predict each character. And thus the system becomes an End to End Bangla Character detection and recognition system.
5.2. CHARACTER LOCALIZATION

**Figure 5.6.** Bangla Handwritten Character Localization Using MSER

**Figure 5.7.** Bangla scene Character Localization Using MSER
Conclusion

Convolutional neural network has powerful and robust ability to recognize visual pattern from pixel image. In this paper we have considered a multilayer convolutional neural network without any feature selection for Bangla handwritten character classification. The proposed method gives competitive performance with the existing other methods in terms of test accuracy. And it also tested on a large dataset. Adding more convolutional layer and hyper parameter tuning may give improved performance in future. And as machine learning networks can be used as a general purpose learning model, we also want to conclude that the same multilayer convolutional network can be used for Bangla scene-text detection and recognition with state of the art performance.
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